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We report time-resolved photodissociation and geminate recombination dynamics of I2
2 in
2
size-selected I2
2 Arn and I2 ~CO2!n cluster ions by using ultrafast pump–probe techniques at 790 nm
in conjunction with a tandem time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The absorption recovery, which
reflects the time scale for photodissociation followed by recombination and vibrational relaxation of
I2
2 inside the cluster, shows a strong dependence on the composition of the surrounding cluster
2
solvent. The absorption recovery time for I2
2 ~CO2!16 is ;1 ps, whereas for I2 Ar20 it is ;130 ps. This
difference is discussed in terms of electrostatic and hard sphere interactions. We also observe the
time dependence of the destruction of the Ar solvent cage for I2
2 Ar16 . Finally, absorption recovery
data for I2
2 ~CO2!n cluster ions taken with 790 nm pump–probe wavelengths are compared with the
greater energy release 720 nm data. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~97!01304-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of solvent-induced recombination of a photodissociated chemical bond was first introduced by Franck,
Wood, and Rabinowitch 60 years ago and was termed the
‘‘cage’’ effect.1–3 Numerous studies have followed this
original work, providing much insight into this chemical process. Many have focused on the geminate recombination
yield of dihalogens following photoexcitation in high pressure gases,4–9 matrices,10–15 and liquids.16–19 More recently,
picosecond and femtosecond time-resolved studies have
been reported on the caging of these dihalogens in
liquids,20–33 matrices,34,35 and high pressure gases36,37 as
well. Harris and co-workers have measured the rates of each
step of the caging process ~dissociation, geminate recombination, and vibrational relaxation! of I2 in various solutions
via absorption recovery experiments and have concluded that
vibrational relaxation, which is on the order of hundreds of
picoseconds, is the rate-limiting process24 in accord with earlier predictions by Nesbitt and Hynes.38 Apkarian and coworkers have carried out time-resolved femtosecond studies
exhibiting coherent nuclear motion of I2 in Ar matrices34 and
Kr matrices35 Zewail and co-workers have examined the
femtosecond dynamics of I2 in Ar clusters for the approximate size range of n58–40 and have also reported coherent
motion of the I2 chromophore.39,40 In addition, Barbara and
co-workers have studied the recombination dynamics of I2
2
in ethanol and other polar solvents.41–43 Except for matrix
studies, the microscopic behavior of these reactions is often
masked by the inherent averaging over many local solvent
configurations.
The use of ionic clusters can often simplify this averaga!
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ing by mass selection44 that enables the effects of solvation
to be studied systematically by controlling the number and
composition of solvent molecules around the reactant. Although this method can be employed in the study of neutral
clusters via post-ionization, clusters often fragment following ionization, complicating the analysis. In addition to precise control of solvent size, ionic clusters are more strongly
bound than their neutral counterparts, with the result that the
jet cooled ions generally form few isomers, which further
contributes to the reduction of averaging. This was observed
in our previous studies45,46 of I2
2 in CO2 , where coherent
nuclear motion was observed.
Our group has emphasized the recombination of dihalogens in various size-selected cluster ions following
photodissociation.45–53 Previously, we have reported the
time-dependent cage effect in I2
2 ~CO2!n cluster ions as a
function of cluster size following 720 nm excitation.45,46,49–52
At this wavelength, up to 0.5 eV kinetic energy release in the
I2 and I fragments is possible. Geminate recombination rates
were found to be relatively independent of initial cluster size
for n58–12 ~slow! and for n516–22 ~fast! with the rate
extremely dependent on cluster size in the size range of
n512–15.45 Absorption recovery times for I2
2 ~CO2!n were
;30 ps for the smaller precursor size range and ;10 ps for
the larger range. Both Monte Carlo simulations54,55 and
experiment51 indicate that the first CO2 solvent shell around
I2
2 is composed of ;16 CO2 molecules. The simulations also
indicate that for the smaller clusters ~n,5! the CO2 molecules bind to the waist of I2
2 and for intermediate size clusters, up to half a solvent shell ~n58!, the CO2 molecules
54,55
In larger cluspreferentially pack around one end of I2
2 .
ters ~n.8! the CO2 molecules begin to enclose the other end
of the I2
2 chromophore. It thus might be expected that the
recombination rates for I2
2 are independent of cluster size in
the smaller and larger clusters, but change rapidly in the size
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range corresponding to completing the second half of the
first solvent shell.
Studies of photodissociated I2 in liquids have indicated
that recombination rates depend strongly on solvent composition. The absorption recovery time for I2 in carbon tetrachloride is ;100 ps,24 and increases to nanoseconds in liquid
xenon.26 These liquid phase observations raise interesting
questions concerning the geminate recombination rates for
I2
2 in clusters of different composition. In this work we investigate the time-dependent geminate recombination of
I2
2 Ar20 following photodissociation at 790 nm and compare
these data with corresponding I2
2 ~CO2!16 data. Both cluster
sizes correspond to approximately one solvent shell around
I2
2 . While Ar and CO2 have similar mass, their electrostatic
forces differ considerably. As Ar has no permanent dipole or
quadrupole moment while CO2 has a relatively large quadrupole moment, this experiment enables us to examine the
importance of long-range electrostatic forces versus shortrange ~hard sphere! forces in the geminate cage recombination dynamics of I2
2 . While the above experiment provides
information regarding the dynamics of the solute I2
2 , it does
not provide detailed insight into the response of the solvent.
To understand better the solvent response, we examine the
time-dependent breakup of the solvent cage in I2
2 Ar16 after
790 nm photoexcitation. Finally, we compare the timedependent absorption recovery of I2
2 ~CO2!n clusters at 790
nm with the larger kinetic energy release 720 nm data to gain
more insight into this process.
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Time-resolved photofragmentation experiments were
carried out by incorporating a tandem time-of-flight ~TOF!
mass spectrometer in conjunction with a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser system.
A. Cluster ion source and tandem time-of-flight mass
spectrometer

A detailed description of this instrument has appeared
elsewhere,45,51 so only a brief summary is given here. I2
2 Arn
and I2
2 ~CO2!n cluster ions are prepared by expanding 2–3
atm of Ar or CO2 seeded with ;0.05% iodine vapor through
a pulsed valve ~General Valve Series 9! with an 800 mm
nozzle diameter. This expansion is crossed by a continuous 1
keV electron beam several millimeters below the valve orifice. Attachment of low-energy secondary electrons to I2 in
the gas expansion produces I2
2 , from which clusters grow via
ion–molecule interactions as they drift. The ions drift for
;15 cm before entering the first stage of a Wiley–McLaren
TOF mass spectrometer.56 Negative ions are extracted from
this region with a pulsed 1 kV electric field. Upon exiting
this region the ions enter a 5 cm acceleration region where
they acquire an additional 2.5 keV energy. The I2
2 Arn and
I2
2 ~CO2!n cluster ions range up to n'30. Intensity anomalies
47
at
are consistently observed in the I2
2 Arn mass spectrum
n513, 20, and 25. An intensity anomaly is also observed in
the I2
2 ~CO2!n mass spectrum at n516, consistent with the
predicted51 closure of the first solvent shell.
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At the spatial focus of the primary TOF mass spectrometer ~located 1.8 m downstream from the extraction region!
the cluster ions intersect a pulsed laser beam. A pulsed mass
gate located just before this focus transmits only the precursor ion of interest, thus greatly reducing background ion
noise on the detectors. Adjustment of the timing between the
high voltage extraction pulse and laser pulse establishes
mass-selective photoexcitation. Photofragments resulting
from the absorption of a photon drift for an additional 5 cm
in a field-free region before entering a reflectron TOF mass
analyzer.57 The reflectron, tilted at a small angle ~4°!, reverses the trajectory of the ions, separating the precursor and
fragment ions according to their mass. Adjustment of the
reflectron electric field allows either the precursor ion or the
ionic photofragments to be refocused at the off-axis detector
with a mass resolution of ;700 for parent ions and ;300 for
fragment ions. The detector assembly consists of a series of
acceleration plates followed by a two-plate microchannel
plate detector. The acceleration plates increase the kinetic
energy of the ions an additional 3 keV to enhance detection
efficiency. The detector can be operated in two modes: ~1!
An analog mode to acquire parent ion mass spectra and onephoton photofragment mass spectra, or ~2! a particle counting mode, used to measure two-photon photofragments for
time-resolved experiments. When the instrument is set to
measure two-photon signal, the electric field in the reflectron
is insufficient to reverse the trajectory of the unreacted precursor ions. These precursor ions exit the rear of the reflection and strike the in-line channeltron detector mounted directly behind the reflectron. When operated in this mode, the
analog signal from this detector thus provides a measurement
of the initial ion intensity and is used to normalize the twophoton photofragment signal to the initial ion intensity.

B. Laser system

The femtosecond laser employed for these time-resolved
experiments is a commercial regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser system. A Ti:sapphire oscillator ~Coherent Mira
Basic! is pumped with 6 W ~all lines! from an Ar1 laser
~Coherent Innova 90!, thus generating 6 nJ, 110 fs pulses at
790 nm at a repetition rate of 76 MHz. The TEM00 output of
the Mira laser is first stretched to ;150 ps with a Quantronix
4800 Series Stretcher & Compressor before entering a
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier ~Quantronix 4800 RGA!.
The amplifier, pumped by a frequency doubled Nd:YLF laser
~Quantronix! at 10 mJ per pulse at 527 nm, amplifies the
stretched pulses to ;2 mJ at 400 Hz. The pulses are then
compressed to ;140 fs with a ;1.0 mJ/pulse energy. Although the amplified laser pulse widths are ;140 fs, the
manner in which we focus and cross our laser beams at the
laser interaction region degraded the effective resolution to
;1 ps.
Pump and probe laser pulses are generated by splitting
this output into two identical pulses using a 50/50 beam
splitter. The two beams travel different optical paths to the
laser interaction region of the mass spectrometer where they
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cross at an angle of ;5°. Both laser beams were focused to a
spot size of ;4–5 mm diameter at this region. The temporal
delay between the pump and probe laser beams is accomplished by the use of a computer controlled optical delay line
with a resolution of ,10 fs. The electric field vectors for
both the pump and probe beams were parallel to the ion
velocity vector of the ion beam for all experiments reported
here. The probe pulse should normally be polarized at the
magic angle with respect to the pump pulse in order to eliminate a spurious time dependence due to the decay of rotational anisotropy. For the Ar cluster data, the recovery times
are sufficiently long and the Ar solvent evaporation is so
extensive that the difference is unimportant. For the larger
CO2 cluster data, the exact form of the early time absorption
does depend on the probe polarization,45 but for the qualitative conclusions reported here the difference is unimportant.
The repetition rate of the pulsed ion beam is limited to
80 Hz as a result of ion source pumping speed limitations.
Synchronization of the ion signal to the laser is accomplished
by sending a 400 Hz trigger pulse from the Pockels cell
driver to a counter that provides an output pulse on every
fifth trigger pulse. Precise temporal overlap of the ions with
the laser is accomplished through the use of a delay generator ~Stanford DG 535! to trigger the pulsed valve and provide an ion extraction pulse.44

C. Data collection

Detecting negative ions on the microchannel plate detector can involve voltages up to 7.5 kV on the anode of this
detector, requiring capacitive coupling of the ion signal to
the ~grounded! signal processing electronics. The capacitively coupled ion pulse signals are preamplified ~Ortec
9301! by a factor of 10 and split into two parts. While one
part is directed to an oscilloscope for continuous monitoring,
the other is sent to either a transient digitizer/signal averager
~Transiac 2001S/4100! for recording parent and photofragment mass spectra or to particle counting electronics. For
particle counting experiments ~time-resolved experiments!, a
300 MHz discriminator ~Phillips Scientific 6904! is inserted
after the preamplification step to reject electrical noise associated with detector electronics, while passing real signal
counts. This output is then sent to either a Stanford Research
Systems counter ~SR620! or a CAMAC controlled DSP quad
scaler ~DSP QS-450! with the capability of measuring counts
on four separate channels simultaneously. Signals measured
by the SR620 counter were sent to the computer through a
GPIB interface. All other signals were sent to the computer
through the CAMAC controller ~DSP 6001!.
The I2
2 Arn ion intensity was approximately an order of
magnitude smaller than the I2
2 ~CO2!n precursor ion signal,
thus requiring longer averaging for the absorption recovery
measurements. Each data point in the absorption recovery
curves for I2
2 Arn clusters consisted of 5000–10 000 laser
pulses. Background measurements consisting of 5000–
10 000 laser pulses followed every ninth cross section measurement. The 790 nm I2
2 ~CO2!n data were acquired with

FIG. 1. Semiempirical gas phase potential energy curves for I2
2 ~Refs. 58
and 59!. Each electronic state is identified with the Hund’s case ~c! symmetry label. The arrow labeled pump indicates the transition used to photodissociate I2
2 .

2500–5000 laser pulses, with correspondingly fewer background measurements.
III. DESCRIPTION OF PUMP–PROBE EXPERIMENT

Semi-empirical gas phase potential energy curves for I2
2
are shown in Fig. 1. The ground state is characterized by a
bond order of 21, ve ;115 cm21, and D 0;1.1 eV.58,59 All
remaining electronic states in the bare ion are repulsive. The
arrow in Fig. 1 indicates the 21 g ( 2 P g,1/2)← 21 u ( 2 S 1
u ) transition
2
used to photodissociate the I2
2 , producing I 1I with a kinetic energy release of ;0.5 eV. Depending on the size of
the cluster, the separating I atoms will either escape ~uncaged! or be forced back together ~caged! to reform the I2
2
bond. Measuring the time scale of this cycle ~dissociation,
recombination, and vibrational relaxation! is the major goal
of these pump–probe experiments.
Since a qualitative understanding of the experiment is
essential for data interpretation, a brief summary is given
here. A detailed description of the data acquisition algorithm
is available.45 A size-selected I2
2 Xn cluster ion absorbs a 790
nm photon from an ultrafast pump pulse, dissociating the I2
2
chromophore. Immediately following photodissociation of
I2
2 , the cluster ion is transparent to 790 nm radiation. Only
when the I2
2 has reached a region of the potential energy
surface with an appreciable absorption cross section at 790
nm can the cluster absorb a second photon from a probe
pulse of the same color. One such region corresponds to
vibrationally relaxed I2
2 . Monitoring the absorption recovery
from this region measures the time for caging and vibrational
relaxation ~complete absorption recovery!. Absorption of one
photon results in a narrow photofragment distribution corresponding to the evaporation an average number k evap of solvent monomers. This class of fragments is referred to as
one-photon products. Absorption of a second photon results
in the evaporation of additional; these fragments are referred
to as two-photon products. All three groups—precursor, onephoton products, and sequential two-photon products—are
readily separated by the secondary mass analyzer ~reflec-
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FIG. 2. Histogram of the photofragment ion distribution for I2
2 ~CO2!16 after
absorbing one and two 790 nm photons. The absorption of one-photon results in a 100% caged photofragment distribution, while absorption of twophotons results in caged and uncaged fragments. The cross-hatched bar represents the parent ion, filled bars represent caged photofragment ions, and
open bars represent uncaged photofragment ions.

tron!. While the same general considerations apply to both
Ar and CO2 cluster ions, an example specific to I2
2 ~CO2!16 is
~CO
!
absorbs
one
790 nm
shown in Fig. 2. The parent I2
2
2 16
photon from the pump pulse and fragments into
I2
2 ~CO2!8,9,10. These photoproducts can then absorb a second
photon from a probe pulse, to produce lighter caged,
2
I2
2 ~CO2!2,3,4, and uncaged, I2 ~CO2!5,6,7, ionic fragments. The
absorption recovery is thus mapped out by measuring the
total number of sequential two-photon products produced as
a function of the delay between pump and probe laser pulses.
For the I2
2 Ar16 time-dependent solvent cage breakup experiment, four two-photon product channels were monitored
separately. This was accomplished by the use of a gated quad
scaler, as indicated in Fig. 2 with the gates numbered 1
through 4. The positions and widths of these gates can be
adjusted independently, allowing observation of the signal
from any photoproduct channel.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The primary goal of this work is to study the timedependent photodissociation and recombination dynamics of
I2
2 in size-selected Ar and CO2 clusters. In Sec. A the absorption recovery of I2
2 Ar20 is presented and compared with
that of I2
2 ~CO2!16 . The difference in the observed absorption
recovery rates is discussed in terms of long-range electrostatic and short-range ~hard-sphere! interactions. In Sec. B,
we present data exhibiting the time-dependent breakup of the
solvent cage for I2
2 Ar16 after the absorption of one 790 nm
photon. A simple model is developed to provide a timedependent picture of the breakup of the Ar cluster around I2
2 .
In Sec. C, we present time-dependent absorption recovery
data for I2
2 ~CO2!6,9,13,16 cluster ions at 790 nm and compare
these data with the corresponding 720 nm data, where the
kinetic energy release is ;150 meV greater.
A. I2
2 absorption recovery in Ar and CO2 clusters

Absorption recovery experiments were carried out on
2
I2
2 Ar20 and I2 ~CO2!16 to investigate the role of long-range
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2
FIG. 3. Absorption recovery data for I2
2 Ar20 ~open circles! and I2 ~CO2!16
~filled circles! obtained with parallel pump–probe polarization at 790 nm.
The smoothing algorithm used to remove high frequency noise from the
I2
2 Ar20 data is described in the text. Also shown are exponential fits of the
form 12e 2t/ t . The time constants obtained from this fit are 12764 ps and
1.360.1 ps, respectively.

electrostatic interactions versus hard-sphere interactions on
the cage recombination dynamics of I2
2 in a cluster. These
particular cluster sizes were chosen so that approximately
one complete solvent shell surrounded the I2
2 chromophore.
51
For I2
and for I2
2 ~CO2!n this occurs at n'16,
2 Arn this occurs for 20–25 Ar atoms.47 Figure 3 depicts the absorption
2
recovery signal for I2
2 Ar20 and I2 ~CO2!16 taken with 790 nm
pump and probe wavelength. This signal is the sum of all ion
counts arising from absorption of both one pump proton and
one probe photon, normalized to the parent ion intensity and
the energy of the pump and probe photon pulses.45 As the
pump and probe wavelengths are the same, the signal here
~and in the subsequent figures! should be symmetric about
t50. In fact, this symmetry, coupled with the rapid rise in
the I2
2 ~CO2!16 signal, are used to determine accurately zero
time delay.45 The I2
2 Ar20 absorption recovery data contained
high frequency shot noise normally associated with low signal level counting experiments. The data shown here were
smoothed using a five-point running average ~except for the
three points nearest zero delay, where such averaging would
extend to negative time! to remove high frequency noise
from the absorption recovery signal. Immediately evident is
the hundred-fold decrease in the absorption recovery rate of
2
I2
2 Ar20 compared with that of I2 ~CO2!16 . Also shown in the
figure are simple exponential fits to the data of the form
12e 2t/ t . The time constants are 12764 ps and 1.360.1 ps,
respectively. The ‘‘overshoot’’ in the I2
2 ~CO2!16 curve will
be discussed in Sec. C.
The striking difference in recovery times between the
two solvents might arise from several possibilities. One involves the rate at which the caged I2
2 undergoes recombination into the ground electronic state. It has been shown in
simulations54 that in the presence of a solvent electric field,
the I2
2 potential energy surfaces shift significantly, especially
at larger internuclear separations. Since the greatest probability of recombination onto the ground electronic state occurs
at longer bond lengths where the potential surfaces become
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nearly degenerate, a shift in the potential energies in this
region is expected to have a significant effect on the absorption recovery rate. Since CO2 has a large quadrupole moment
~24.3310226 esu cm2!60 with an approximate charge distribution of 2 21 on each oxygen and 11 on the carbon atom, it
is possible that the rate of I2
2 recombination is significantly
influenced by strong perturbations of the I2
2 potentials with
the electric fields generated by the CO2 solvent. Conversely,
as Ar does not have a dipole or quadrupole moment, we
expect it does not alter the I2
2 potentials as significantly.
However, without further information it is difficult to speculate as to which direction this rate will shift relative to the
CO2 solvent. Several other processes in the cage recombination dynamics, however, also contribute to the overall absorption recovery rate.
Another potentially important rate-limiting process is vibrational relaxation of the I2
2 in the ground electronic state.
The rate of this process depends on the efficiency of the
energy transfer from the solute I2
2 to the solvent Ar or CO2
bath. Simulations suggest54 that vibrational relaxation of I2
2
proceeds rapidly inside CO2 clusters, losing ;1 eV in several picoseconds. Since Ar and CO2 have approximately the
same mass, 40 and 44 amu, respectively, the kinematic component of the vibrational to translational energy transfer rate
is expected to be similar for the two solvents. However,
since Ar creates weaker solvent electric fields relative to
CO2 , the electrostatic vibrational to solvent coupling will be
weaker. This can lead to slower vibrational relaxation of I2
2
inside an Ar cluster. However, simulations54 indicate that
this effect is not very large, suggesting that other mechanisms may be more important.
One such mechanism involves the vibrational energy
transfer from the I2
2 chromophore to the internal vibrational
and rotational degrees of freedom of the solvent. Although
efficient I2
2 vibrational to CO2 internal vibrational mode energy transfer is unlikely in I2
2 ~CO2!n clusters, because the
lowest vibrational frequency in CO2 is 667 cm21 ~115 cm21
for I2
2 !, vibrational to rotational and/or librational energy
transfer is likely quite efficient. Several of the solid CO2
lattice frequencies are very close to the 115 cm21 harmonic
58,59
vibrational frequency of I2
The A u ,E u ,T u ,T u (Q 1 )
2 .
~translational!, and the T g (Q 1 ) ~librational! lattice vibrations
have frequencies of 109.4, 116.9, 117.2, and 136 cm21, respectively. On the other hand, the largest frequency that solid
Ar can support, the Debye frequency, is ;64 cm21.61 These
additional degrees of freedom, as well as possibly more efficient energy transfer, likely lead to the more rapid vibrational relaxation of I2
2 in CO2 clusters.
A third possible rate-limiting process may involve the
strength of the cluster cage itself. As previously mentioned,
the large quadrupole moment of CO2 leads to strong coupling between the excess negative charge on the iodine chromophore and CO2 . The large quadrupole moment also leads
to stronger CO2 –CO2 binding compared to Ar. The net result
is a cohesive CO2 solvent cage that forms around the I2
2 .
Because Ar lacks large electrostatic moments, its binding
energy to the cluster is about a factor of 3 smaller,47 and, in
addition, the weaker Ar–Ar interactions lead to a weaker

FIG. 4. Absorption recovery data for I2
2 Ar16 obtained with parallel pump–
probe polarization at 790 nm. Each curve corresponds to the absorption
recovery as measured by the indicated photoproduct.

solvent cage network around I2
2 , compared to that of CO2 .
Hence, the dissociating I atoms may separate to longer internuclear distances, thus allowing the possibility for an Ar
atom to move between the I and I2 atoms and impede the
recombination process. The 790 nm absorption recovery rate
2
for I2
2 ~CO2!16 is similar to the rates observed for I2 in ethanol and other polar solvents in this wavelength region,41–43
where it was determined that vibrational relaxation in the
lower 30% of the ground state well is the rate-limiting process in the overall absorption recovery.
B. Time-resolved breakup of I22Ar16

In this section we examine the solvent cage breakup of
the I2
2 Ar16 cluster ion after absorption of a single 790 nm
~1.57 eV! photon. Photofragmentation experiments indicate
that the only caged photoproduct resulting from single pho2
ton excitation of I2
2 Ar16 is I2 . This result indicates that the
only two-photon product at long delay time is I2 and suggests that at any delay time it is also I2. When the twophoton products were studied with ultrafast pump–probe
pulses, however, we found a new class of products at intermediate delay times, not seen in any of our earlier
photofragmentation studies.45,47,48,51,53,62 These products are
transient two-photon I2Arm products. Since these photofragments arise from clusters still undergoing evaporation,
the transient nature of the I2Arm signal allows us to construct
a time-dependent picture of the breakup of the I2
2 Ar16 cluster
ion.
Figure 4 shows the absorption recovery signal of I2
2 Ar16
as monitored by the appearance of I2, I2Ar, I2Ar2 , and
I2Ar3 as a function of pump–probe delay. All channels, ex-
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cept I2, are transient, beginning with zero signal, peaking at
some finite pump–probe delay time, and then decaying to
zero. The I2 channel has a much slower signal decay rate
and does not decay to zero at long pump–probe delays. A
more sophisticated model incorporating Ar atom evaporation
is required to interpret these data.
We begin by examining the two-photon I2 signal. From
previous single photon excitation experiments47 we know
that a caged photoproduct arising from a large I2
2 Arn cluster
after absorbing a 790 nm photon evaporates ;21 Ar atoms.
This indicates that, on average, ;73 meV goes into the
evaporation ~binding and kinetic energy! of each Ar atom
from the cluster. Therefore, following absorption of a 790
nm photon, the I2
2 Ar16 cluster undergoes complete evaporation. Since this number is five Ar atoms fewer than what is
needed to remove all of the initial photon energy, the I2
2
photoproduct must have ;0.4 eV vibrational excitation.
To obtain a time-dependent picture of the solvent cage
breakup, the size of the cluster at the time of absorption of
the second photon must be determined. In the case of large
cluster ions, we expect the early evaporation dynamics to be
largely governed by short-range interactions. In particular,
Ar atoms which are collinear with the I2
2 bond are ejected
rapidly from the cluster with a substantial amount of kinetic
energy, resulting in a cluster with no Ar atoms capping I2
2 .
Absorption of a second photon leads to escape of I and I2
with relatively little interaction with the remaining Ar atoms.
This case is similar to the absorption of a single photon in
smaller clusters ~n,10!, where the Ar atoms are likely
bound around the waist of I2
2 . The photoproduct distribution
from these clusters should also be relatively independent of
the kinetic energy release since most of this energy is expected to be imparted into the dissociating I and I2 fragments. Therefore, the final fragment distributions from both
cases likely originate from similar cluster sizes. In the one
case, it is time independent, arising from the precursor cluster ion and in the other, it is time dependent arising from a
cluster undergoing evaporation.
Figure 5 displays the average number of Ar atoms remaining on the I2-based photoproducts 10 ms after absorbing
one 790 nm photon as a function of cluster size. The width of
the photoproduct distribution is ;3 Ar atoms for all cluster
sizes. Assuming that the one-photon product distribution
does not depend strongly on the amount of kinetic energy
release of the dissociating I atoms, as discussed above, we
can estimate the size of the evaporating cluster at the time it
absorbed the second photon. Using these data and the data in
Fig. 4, we can construct a time-dependent picture of the
breakup of the Ar solvent cage around the I2
2 by relating the
peak times of these photoproducts to which cluster size they
originated from. For example, the I2Ar3 product peaks ;8
ps after excitation of I2
2 Ar16 , suggesting that in ;8 ps following absorption of the initial photon, the I2
2 Ar16 cluster ion
has evaporated ;6 Ar atoms. Following the same logic for
the other products, we find that in ;13 ps the I2
2 Ar16 cluster
ion has evaporated ;8 Ar atoms and in ;17 ps I2
2 Ar16 cluster ion has evaporated ;10 Ar atoms. This model provides a
qualitative time scale for the evaporation of Ar atoms from
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FIG. 5. Average number ^ m & of Ar atoms remaining on the uncaged
~I2-based! photofragments following absorption of one 790 nm photon as a
function of initial cluster size n.

the I2
2 Ar16 cluster ion after absorbing one 790 nm photon.
The initial breakup of the solvent cage proceeds very rapidly,
losing ;6 Ar atoms in ;8 ps. The remaining 6 Ar atoms
take .17 ps to evaporate.
C. Time-dependent caging of I2
2 (CO2)n cluster ions at
790 nm

Previous 720 nm pump–probe experiments45 suggested
that for I2
2 ~CO2!n clusters in the range of n58–12, the photodissociated I2
2 chromophore is able to undergo large amplitude motion before recombination, thus allowing the possibility of a CO2 molecule to enter the space between the
dissociating I atoms, producing a transient solvent separated
I2 –I pair. Conversely, as more CO2 molecules are added to
the solvent cage, the I2 –I motion becomes increasingly restricted, forcing the two I atoms to remain a ‘‘contact pair’’
and producing rapid recombination. Two characteristic absorption recovery time scales were observed in these experiments for two cluster size regimes. Upon 720 nm photoexcitation of clusters in the range of n58–12, absorption
recovery occurs in ;30–40 ps. For cluster sizes n515–22
the time is ;10 ps. Clusters of intermediate size ~n513 and
14! display a transition between the two absorption recovery
time scales.
Absorption recovery measurements for I2
2 ~CO2!n were
repeated at 790 nm using the Ti:sapphire laser system. Figure 6 depicts the 790 nm absorption recovery data for
I2
2 ~CO2!6,9,13,16. The kinetic energy release is ;470 meV
compared to ;620 meV with 720 nm. The data show a gross
cluster size dependence consistent with the earlier 720 nm
data.45 Excitation at 790 nm results in more rapid absorption
recovery at any given cluster size. Included in the figure are
simple exponential fits ~solid lines! of the form 12e 2t/ t ,
appropriate for a simple two level kinetic model. The absorption recoveries of n56, 9, 13 are fit remarkably well by this
simple exponential form, and even though the n516 data has
an overshoot, the fit provides a qualitative value for t that
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FIG. 6. I2
2 ~CO2!n ~n56, 9, 13, and 16! absorption recovery data obtained
with 790 nm pump and probe pulses with parallel polarization. Also shown
are exponential fits of the form 12e 2t/ t . The time constants are noted in the
figure.

can be compared to other cluster sizes. Table I lists these
time constants as a function of cluster size for both 790 nm
and 720 nm. Although none of the 720 nm absorption
recoveries45 exhibit simple exponential behavior, these times
still provide a useful qualitative comparison.
We attribute the difference in the 720 nm absorption
recovery rates between the two cluster size regimes ~n58–
12 and n515–22! to the completion of the first solvent shell,
which occurs approximately at n516. Figure 7 depicts the
790 nm time-dependent evaporation process for that subset
of photodissociated cluster ions which successfully recombine. Shown in this figure are the initial cluster size, the final
cluster size following photoexcitation and recombination,
and the respective absorption recovery time. A comparison
of the number of CO2 molecules remaining following the
TABLE I. Absorption recovery time constant t as a function of I2
2 ~CO2!n
precursor ion size for 720 nm and 790 nm. t was extracted from a 12e 2t/ t
fit to the data.

t ~ps!
n

720 nm

790 nm

6
8
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
22

•••
22.761.0
21.460.7
21.461.1
16.160.9
11.260.3
8.960.5
6.960.2
7.660.4
5.260.3

23.761.4
•••
10.960.4
•••
7.160.5
•••
•••
1.360.2
•••
•••

FIG. 7. Schematic diagram depicting the initial and final cluster ion sizes of
evaporation following 790 nm photoexcitation and the time scale of evaporation. An approximate time scale of evaporation can be obtained for specific cluster ion size regions by comparing absorption recovery time constants of clusters with common ionic photofragment sizes.

absorption of one 790 nm photon provides insight into the
reason the absorption recovery time for I2
2 ~CO2!6 is much
slower than for I2
2 ~CO2!9 . Since both of these clusters are
expected to undergo large amplitude motion due to their incomplete solvent cages, the difference in their absorption
recovery rates must arise from differences in the size of the
cluster solvent. While I2
2 ~CO2!9 evaporates down to an aver2
age cluster size of I2
2 ~CO2!3 , the I2 ~CO2!6 cluster ion evapo2
rates to I2 . The difference in the rate of absorption recovery
between these two cluster ions must, therefore, arise from the
time required to evaporate the last several CO2 molecules
from the I2
2 ~CO2!n cluster. A lower limit on the rate of
evaporation of the final three CO2 molecules from I2
2 ~CO2!6
can be obtained by taking the difference in the absorption
recovery rates for the two cluster sizes. This difference yields
;13 ps as a lower limit for the time required to evaporate the
last several CO2 molecules.
The most striking feature in the 790 nm data, not observed at 720 nm, is the overshoot in the absorption recovery
signal for I2
2 ~CO2!16 ~see Fig. 8!. The origin of this feature is
not clear, but it is not believed to arise from coherent nuclear
motion. The overshoot likely arises from a 790 nm absorption cross section that is greater for excited vibrational states
than it is for vibrational levels near the ground state. This is
consistent with several observations. First, the absorption recovery signal immediately following the overshoot is constant, suggesting that the overshoot occurs when the I2
2 has
relaxed close to the bottom of the ground state potential.
Second, a simple model of the temperature dependence of
the I2
2 absorption cross section incorporating a thermal
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sents strong evidence that the overshoot at ;5 ps does not
arise from coherent nuclear motion of I2
2 .
V. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 8. Expanded view of I2
2 ~CO2!16 absorption recovery obtained with 790
nm ~filled circles! and 720 nm ~open circles! excitation. The laser pulse
widths were 150 fs and 280 fs, respectively.

Boltzmann distribution indicates that the overall absorption
cross section is very sensitive to the I2
2 vibrational temperature at 790 nm, the red wing of the photodissociation spectrum. Cooling the population from 300 K to 100 K in this
model produced a change in the absorption cross section that
was qualitatively similar to that observed experimentally. Although not as pronounced, this feature was observed for
n513. The overshoot was not observed for the smaller CO2
cluster ions, which may indicate that the one-photon products of these clusters do not cool as efficiently as the photoproducts from the larger clusters ions. This is consistent with
the larger binding energies generally observed for the first
several solvent atoms or molecules bound to an ionic
chromophore.63,64 Larger binding energies enable clusters to
stay intact at greater temperatures.
Barbara and co-workers41,42 observed a similar overshoot in time-resolved absorption recovery measurements of
I2
2 in polar solvents at room temperature. In these studies, the
pump laser pulse was fixed at 770 nm and the probe wavelength was varied from 580 nm to 950 nm. They found that
vibrationally excited states in the bottom 30% of the ground
electronic will have an appreciable absorption cross section
at longer and shorter wavelengths. In their work, an overshoot was observed for probe wavelengths ,600 nm and
.820 nm.
The feature at ;2 ps in the 720 nm data arises from
coherent nuclear motion of the two I atoms in the first ex45
cited state of the I2
2 . Closer inspection of the curves in Fig.
8 shows that this feature is still present in the 790 nm data,
but is much less pronounced and appears more as a shelf
than a ‘‘bump.’’ This may well be due to the effective time
resolution of our experiment compared with the earlier 720
nm experiments. Although the amplified laser pulse widths
were on the order of 140 fs, the manner in which we focus
and cross our laser beams at the laser interaction region degraded the effective resolution to ;1 ps. Observation of this
feature at approximately the same time as was observed at
720 nm, however, supports the conclusion of coherent motion taking place on this first excited state. Moreover, it pre-

We have carried out pump–probe experiments on size
2
selected I2
2 Arn and I2 ~CO2!n cluster ions at 790 nm. Three
sets of experiments investigate different aspects of the caging
process. First, the absorption recovery signals for I2
2 Ar20 and
I2
~CO
!
were
measured
to
investigate
the
role
of hard2
2 16
sphere interactions versus long-range electrostatic interactions on the overall rate of recombination and vibrational
relaxation of I2
2 inside a cluster with approximately one solvent shell. A simple exponential fit to the data yielded an
absorption recovery time of ;130 ps for I2
2 Ar20 and ;1.3 ps
for I2
~CO
!
,
indicating
that
long-range
electrostatic
forces
2
2 16
play a significant role in overall cage recombination rate.
Time-resolved experiments on the solvent cage breakup of
I2
2 Ar16 showed that the evaporation process initially proceeds
rapidly, evaporating 6 Ar atoms within approximately 8 ps,
slowing to approximately several picoseconds per Ar atom.
Finally, the 790 nm absorption recovery data for
I2
2 ~CO2!6,9,13,16 is presented and compared to the data taken
at 720 nm. While the gross cluster size dependence is consistent with the earlier 720 nm data, the 790 nm data display
a more rapid increase in the absorption recovery. Additionally, we determine a lower limit of ;13 ps for the time
required to evaporate the last several CO2 molecules from
I2
2 ~CO2!n cluster ions by comparing the absorption recovery
2
rates of I2
2 ~CO2!6 and I2 ~CO2!9 .
2
I2 Xn cluster ions have proven to be excellent systems
for studying the effects of solvent-induced cage recombination in a precise stepwise fashion. The experiments presented
here provide insight into the effects of hard-sphere and longrange electrostatic forces on caging as well as the timedependent evaporation of the solvent cage. Future work on
I2
2 caging in other cluster solvents such as Xe, CS2 , N2O, and
OCS will shed further light on the interactions which are
most important in caging.
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